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About the company

Riyad Abu Salah Company for Spare Parts.

Company location:
The first branch: Araba / Jenin.
Second Branch: Industrial Zone / Jenin.

What does the company offer?
Car interior parts products such as batteries, motors, wires, car oils...etc.



The current status of the company on
social media



1. Too many competitors.

2. The company does not tend to market its products

much through social media.

3. The lack of a specialist to manage the company's

social media pages.

4. Limit their social media pages to Facebook only.

What problems does the company face?



What is the marketing plan followed? 

for Riyad Abu Salah Auto Spare Parts.
 By SOSTAC methodology 



What is the marketing plan followed? 
- SWOT analysis:



 

 Follow  a e-marketing plan .
Expand on social media where the target group is located .
Increase sales by attracting new potential audience .

What is our current goal ?



Who are your competitors ?
Comparing interaction rates with competitors on Facebook
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Who is your audience?
using a tool
- hubspot 

We have three target groups according to
certain criteria  Identified .



الذكور

52.2%

الإناث

47.8%

Analysis results and statistics

Percentage of both
 males and females 
using Facebook and

Instagram

Through Ipoke stats and Facebook
insights, we've identified potential

audiences and defined their criteria. 



The tools we used in the analysis, design and scheduling process



Tips & Educational photos about the company's
products
Videos to show products with music .
  videos for official occasions and holidays
stories.
Activate hashtags

We started creating content in all its forms
1.
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Content
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Our presence on social media

already exists
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The final status of Facebook



Previous Tik Tok Status



The final status of Tik Tok : 
 



Previous Instagram Status



The final status of instagram : 
 



Compare the current situation with competitors




